Abstract-In complex manufacturing, the system parameters have dynamic and nonlinear characters. Existing parameters setting methods show low efficiency and accuracy, and some setting experience accumulated in engineering practice can not be fully used. Therefore, an online parameter setting method with improved adaptive neuro-based fuzzy inference model is proposed in this paper. The advantages of ANFIS in self-learning and fuzzy inference method of fuzzy mathematics are combined effectively to determine the fuzzy rules and fuzzy membership. Then the neural network predictor is introduced to enhance the adaptive ability and nonlinear approximation ability of fuzzy neural network. The parameters and the structure of fuzzy rules are regulated and updated by the nearest neighbor clustering algorithm, which improves the accuracy of fuzzy inference and enhances the fault-tolerance and robustness of system. In our experiments, by the simulations of transformer fault diagnosis and soldering technology, we find improved ANFIS model can better reflect the actual operating state of transformer and it can make modeling and control for nonlinear I/O system in the manufacturing process like soldering. The improved system is also proved by experiments to have better performance in robustness and convergence.
INTRODUCTION
There are lots of undetermined factors in equipment fault diagnosis, expressed as randomness and fuzziness. Randomness mainly reflects the objective uncertainty which is caused by dispersion of experimental data and the complexity of failure causality. Fuzziness means the uncertainty of artificially subjective understanding which performs boundary fuzziness. Fault phenomenon, fault reason and fault mechanism also have complexity and fuzziness [1, 2, 3] . When fault phenomenon is taken as fuzzy input, fault type is taken as output, and the relationship between fault and fault phenomenon is taken as fuzzy state, the equipment fault diagnosis can be solved through fuzzy system theories. For fuzzy systems, the ambiguity resolution is complicated work. It is because the precondition and conclusion of fuzzy rules are usually fuzzy subsets. Furthermore, input/output relation in fuzzy system is highly nonlinear [4] . Even experts with more experience are difficult to deal with most unknown fuzzy parameters. If we can find out one way to obtain a satisfied input/output relation by ambiguity resolution, the equipments fault diagnosis will be simple. It is an ideal realization method to apply fuzzy neural network to complete this work. The advantages of neural network lie in self-adaptive learning of network parameters which have parallel processing and generalization. Fuzzy system and neural network have many complementary characters and they can perform processing of fault diagnosis system with inaccurate and uncertain fuzzy information. Adaptive neuro-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) based on neural network is just the combination of such product and it can implement learning mechanism of neural network to compensate the disadvantages of fuzzy inference [5, 6] . The fuzzy neural network formed by this combination also has its advantages: the fuzzy logic is easy to express humankind knowledge and it has distributed information memory and learning. It offers effective equipment for modeling and controlling in complex system.
At present, fuzzy neural network has developed from theoretical study to industrial production and various fields in humans' lives. The development of foreign work in neural network is relative early and the neural network has been broadly applied in automatic control systems. Some fuzzy logic control single chips and corresponding softwares have been produced. For instance, at the end of 20 th century, Japan has applied fuzzy neural network control to washing machines [7] . The clothes number and dirty degree are taken to determine the length of washing time [8] . Wong, etc, in Singapore, makes use of some analysis indexes in stock market to establish fuzzy neural network to predict stock market [9] . Van, etc, in Pukyong national university in the United States makes use of fault tree to combine ANFIS fuzzy neural network to perform fault diagnosis on motor, in order to ensure that fault error is smaller and more stable than similar diagnosis technology [10] . NLX-230 fuzzy logic single chips which are developed and manufactured in Japanese MIT are applied to household appliance and low-end control of industrial automation, etc. The first neural network fuzzy logic development tool NeuFuz which is generated by American company National Semiconductor is mainly applied in industrial control field and it has been developed to the fourth generation. Fuzzy neural network development environment NeuFrame of visual interface which is generated by American company Nerual Bcomputer Sciences develops BP, RBF neural network and multi-fuzzy neural network development. Its special advantage is to produce C, C++ and Java code which has better transplantation [11, 12, 13] . Domestic researches mainly focus on systematic control, identification, modeling and industrial fault diagnosis in fuzzy neural network and they have obtained some research achievements. For instance, Li Yaning, etc, makes use of fuzzy neural network to control the temperature and they apply measuring temperature difference in furnace to control the temperature [14] . Wang Junting adopts fuzzy neural network technology to identify human face and uses image gray information of ASM location to introduce fuzzy neural network to identify human face [15] . Doctor Wang Zhihua establishes ANFIS selfadaptive fuzzy neural network to diagnose diesel fault, He introduces the vibration signal into ANFIS model to guarantee diesel fault types [16] . Cao Weiqing, etc in Southwest Jiaotong University implements fast learning speed of B-spline fuzzy neural network and performs fault diagnosis on cutting tools of industrial production machine in real-time [17] .
Most current researches uses blurring traditional boundary conditions of three-ratio method for diagnosis by neural network. Although these researches are more progressive than traditional diagnosis but they still relies on three-ratio method. In addition, the methods in references can not solve the problems of fuzzy rules and the neural network is only simple learning diagnosis. Thus, intelligent fault diagnosis ANFIS model in this paper is thoroughly out of limitation of traditional threeratio method. According to input/output relation, selfadaptive neural network learning determines the fuzzy rules and fuzzy membership which effectively solves uncertain problems in device fault diagnosis. Secondly, the Nearest Neighbor Clustering Algorithm (NNCA) is introduced to adjust the fuzzy rules. The fuzzy inference accuracy can be improved and the system fault tolerance as well as robustness can also be enhanced by adjusting the parameters and structures in fuzzy rules with clustering method. The engineering testings and verification results show that the improved method can keep stable systematic output results and it guarantee the robustness of parameter setting effectively.
II. FAULT DIAGNOSIS STRUCTURE BASED ON TAKAGI-SUGENO
As is different from other fuzzy inference methods, Takagi-Sugeno model adds defuzzification to fuzzy inference and its output is accurate. That is because the consequent parts of Sugeno-type rules can describe the output as linear combination of input. 
When it is applied to a non-linear system, since each rule has non-linear relation with the input variables, the system can be taken as interpolation manager for multiple linear controllers [18] . While these linear controllers separately correspond to different work points of the dynamic non-linear system. So Sugeno-type system is modeling by the mode of linear interpolation, which is the base of adaptive neural fuzzy inference system proposed in our paper.
We assume there are 2 output x , y in the given inference system. For one-order Sugeno model, the rules set with two fuzzy if-then rules are:
( Figure 1 shows the inference process for fault diagnosis. 
i Ai A and B is language fuzzy set.
1,i
O is corresponding membership of input x or y which belonging to fuzzy set
and B is parametric function, that is, it is completely decided by limited number of the parameters. Generally bell-shaped function and Gauss function with the maximum value 1 or the minimum value 0 are adopted. Second layer: Strength release layer of diagnosis rules. Each node in this layer has a round node with mark Π. Its output is all the input signals and that is the product of two membership functions.
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Third layer: Normalization layer of all the strength rules. Each node of this layer is round node with mark N.
III. IMPROVED ANFIS MODEL A. Parameter Learning Algorithm
Neuro-fuzzy inference mainly refers to apply learning function in neural network, to seek and adjust parameter or structure in fuzzy inference system. The fuzzy system needs two kinds of adjustments: structural adjustment and parameter adjustment. Structural adjustment contains variable numbers, division and rule numbers of input/output variable field, etc. Once a satisfied structure is acqired, the parameter needs to be adjusted. Parameter adjustment contains these parameters which are related to membership function such as center, width, slope, etc. Learning algorithm of ANFIS is practically referring to learn parameters in inference system. Because the network structure has been determined, only the premise parameters and consequence parameters need to be adjusted.
This That is, the premise parameters are performed gradient descent method while consequent parameters are performed the least square method. These unknown parameters are trained by error back propagation improved algorithm and self-adaptively adjusted membership function, to reach the purpose of fuzzy modeling, which is so-called self-adaptive neural fuzzy system.
(1) Self-adaptive learning of premise parameters Assuming the membership functions used in the second layer is the type of Gaussian and it is described as: 
i  and i s are the parameters related to the nodes.
Assuming the input and output training samples of group P are given, we define the cost function of training samples errors of group
( 
For the node at ( , )
ki, according to recursive rules its error changing rate can be deduced as
The error changing rate of previous layer can be described by the linear combination of the error changing rate of the next layer. Thus, for all 1 kL 
According to the least squares, the objective performance function is:
 is weighted forgetting factor: its function is to gradually forget the influence on current estimation by past samples, so as to make the estimated parameter reflect the sample features of current hour as much as possible. Usually its range is 01   . Let 
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  is a positive number. When  , the recursive least squares method approaches the actual value. So this is a hybrid learning algorithm of ANFIS parameter, abbreviated as GDLSE. Its maximum advantage is greatly increasing the learning speed of network.
B. NNP Control
In order to improve the learning ability of ANFIS model and speed up system response, also to achieve online identification and adjustment of parameters, NNP is introduced to improve the original model. NNP is a forward model in dynamic system [19] and it is a dynamic BP Net which is made up of four-layer structure. The network input adopts the historical information of system input and output. The prediction input of neural network is: ˆ( ) ( ( 1), ( 2), ( 1), ( 2), ( 3)
The relation between input and output of each layer in the neural network predictor is: p is the number of learning samples. The learning process of ANFIS model with predictor is shown as figure 3 . The characteristic of neural network predictor is to rationally make use of historical data information and engineering experience to decrease error function with suitable prediction mechanism, so as to accelerate network learning rate.
C. Fuzzy Rules Regulation
To improve the fuzzy inference accuracy and enhance system fault tolerance as well as robustness, NNCA is 2148 JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 9, NO. 8, AUGUST 2014 applied to adjust the fuzzy rules of ANFIS model. At first, NNCA is grouping sample data and each group of input/output data is taken as one data pairs. The distance from data to clustering center determines whether a new cluster can be established or not. NNCA operation is a reconstruction process in fuzzy logic system [20] and this construction process is just the accumulated experience utilization of engineering experience. 
During the process of clustering, the size of clustering radius determines the complexity in self-adaptive fuzzy system. The smaller r is, the more clustering numbers. Can be obtained It causes that if regression process in nonlinear system is complex, the computational complexity will be larger.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Based on above analysis, the first experiment simulates the ANFIS model for transformer fault diagnosis. We input variables with five kinds of chromatography gas contents, and add one diagnosis result as learning sample dataset to acquire the output corresponding fault diagnosis conclusion. While awaiting diagnosis samples are inputt, they also need the matrix of the same dimension with learning samples. But awaiting diagnosis samples do not know the fault types in advance. So we propose the fault column of samples is zero. By ANFIS systematic learning, the insulating fault types of transformers can be diagnosed. Sugeno-type fuzzy inference system is only a multiinput and single-output system. While in transformer fault diagnosing, there are 9 kinds of fault types. We designed 9 fuzzy inference systems to respectively diagnose 9 kinds of fault types. During the fault diagnosis with this inference system, after completing sample learning training, 9 inference systems can diagnose 9 fault types. The fault diagnosis results are shown in table 1. Fuzzy inference system membership function after training is shown as figure 4 . By means of comparison, we can obviously see that training error is far smaller than classical ANFIS approximation result when ANFIS is applied with approximant 3.50 nonlinear function. Meanwhile, when improved ANFIS trains 150 times, the system tends to be stable while classical ANFIS still does not converge till 300 times during the training. Figure 5 (a) is training error curve of classical ANFIS and figure 5(b) is training error curve of improved ANFIS algorithm. On the basis of above experimental results, we usually adopt fuzzy system to obtain better processing results, for those systems which cannot accurately discover mathematical model or awaiting processing objects with nonlinear characteristics. GD and LSE Hybrid learning algorithm in this paper is to be very effective during practical calculation. It usually has very fast convergence speed and calculation precision. From amounts of practical processing, we find that this hybrid learning algorithm can usually converge to an identified convergence point with high accuracy.
The second experiment contrasts and verifyies the performance of prediction method of improved ANFIS model on system stability. We respectively use trial and error method, neural network, general model of ANFIS and improved ANFIS model to set parameters in classical hot air reflux welding system. In this experiment, according to customer requirements making regulations in systematic output at first, table 2 is the acceptable range of various output variables, which are expressed by means of the minimum value or the maximum value.
From 4 kinds of parameter setting methods, the trial and error method adopts the historical data under this experiment environment: neural network method adopts methods in reference [4] , general model of ANFIS adopts the method in reference [5] . On this basis, the improved ANFIS model adopts method in sector 3, adding neural network predictor and applying the nearest neighbor clustering algorithm to adjust parameters of fuzzy rules. According to equation 15, in interval [0.5,1], the step size is set as 0.01 to obtain clustering radius r . Through the simulation, when r is near 0.87, the clustering number is significantly decreasing and the convergence speed of self-adaptive neural network is significantly accelerated. From figure 6 , due to the introduction of neural network predictor, the improved ANFIS model shows strong self-adaptive ability. It also has nonlinear approximation ability and significantly which improves the setting efficiency of parameters. After 2 minutes training, the ideal setting results can be offered predictably. 
V. CONCLUSION
The self-learning advantages of self-adaptive neural network with fuzzy inference method of fuzzy mathematics are combined in this paper. We deduce the design method and algorithm of fuzzy inference system and establish the ANFIS model for intelligent fault diagnosis based on Sugeno. Then, ANFIS identification model is taken as basic model of nonlinear I/O system parameter setting and it is improved in two aspects. First, neural network predictor is introduced which uses historical data information to reduce error function with suitable predictor mechanism and to accelerate the network learning rate. Secondly, the nearest clustering algorithm is adopted to adjust the fuzzy rules. By on-line updating fuzzy rules and adjusting parameters in fuzzy logic system, the system fault tolerance is enhanced to get approximate ideal value and the efficiency and accuracy of fuzzy inference are significantly improved. Finally, the self-adaptive neural network model is implemented to simulate intelligent fault diagnosis processes. The experimental results show that our improved method has better diagnosis effect with high accuracy and small error.
